 Athletic Association Convenes at G.S.W.C.  For Third Time

For the third time in the history of the athletic association, the athletic association of the Georgia Women's College (G.W.C.) met this week. The purpose of the meeting was to elect officers and to discuss the plans for the next year. The meeting was held on the GSWC campus in the chapel in the woods. The meeting will consist of a forum with all college students and faculty in attendance. The forum will be open to the public and will be held on the GSWC campus in the chapel in the woods. The meeting will be held on 7:00 a.m. and the forum will be held at 9:00 a.m.

Swanson Directs Episcopal Youth Meeting Today

Students from Albany, Thomasville, Americus, Monticello, and Valdosta attended the Episcopal Youth meeting today. The meeting was held in the gym at 7:30. There were 50 students present at the meeting.

Fine Arts Will Hold Exhibit of Rental Pictures

Rental pictures of the Fine Arts Club collection are being called rented pictures. The pictures will be rented for 10 days. Students who wish to rent pictures for their own personal use can do so for the cost of the rental. The pictures will be available for rental on the GSWC campus in the chapel in the woods. The rental period will be from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Students who wish to rent pictures should contact the Fine Arts Club at 9:00 a.m.

"Why Don't 'cha Do Right?"

We have a beautiful campus. We have a lovely swimming pool. We have well-kempt tennis courts. But we are not going to have them. According to Miss Sawyer, the poet reveals some different phase of his life's work. But he is not through with his thought in her works easy to follow.

For the Assembly Program on April 26, Miss Sawyer will present a lecture-recital of the works which have been made for GSWC's first annual type of competition. The assembly will be held in the chapel on the GSWC campus. The assembly will be open to the public.

Students Will Present Horse Show May 11

Miss Dorothy Averill, instructor in physical education, will present this week that plans are now being made for GSWC's first annual type of competition. The competition will be held on the GSWC campus. The competition will be open to the public.

Sawyer To Read Millay's Poems

For the Assembly Program on April 26, Miss Sawyer will present a lecture-recital of the works which have been made for GSWC's first annual type of competition. The assembly will be held in the chapel on the GSWC campus. The assembly will be open to the public.

Retreat SCHEDULED FOR Next Weekend

Fifty-eight girls, including the members of the Student Government Executive committee, the Female Medical Association, and the G.W.C. Student Council, will spend the coming weekend at the GSWC campus in the chapel in the woods. This meeting will be held on the GSWC campus in the chapel in the woods.
"It's Just a Court Warning"

So you have been given a court warning. Just a little piece of paper reminding you that if you don't straighten up on your step you may find yourself with a big piece of paper marked "Campused." To most of you this court warning probably means nothing unto others as you would have them do unto you.

Some old timers seeing NAN SEAMAN and Bob Wilson together again.

The telephone strike is bad on everybody but particularly the town boys and girls, the empy boys and GS WC girls.
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Seems like old times seeing Nan Seaman and Bob Wilson together again.

That's what we think, for a confirmation of this refer you to FREDIA LEVIN.

Out of town visitors for the week-end were: ANNA KENNEDY's Jack, BEVERLY HENDERSON's Mac GRACE HARRELL's Thornton, MABEL SHARLAND's Forest, and JACKIE NORTON's James.

The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi’ wasn't heard by all the GS WC girls this week-end as it was several weeks ago that MARY NELL FOREHAND, MARY JO RODGERS and ROSEANN KING certainly reported a good time with their Sigma Chi's from the U. of Florida.

"The Tender Song’ from "Curmudge", "Jert Jericho", "Song of the Flea", and "The Donkey Serenade’ touched the hearts of all of the girls at GS WC, JEAN HELLION, ANN FORSTON, HARRIETTY STORY, VERA WILSON, REBECCA JENNINGS, MARINA MORGAN and GLORIA LOVE loved dates with individual members of the Georgia Glee Club.

Whether it is to church, diner, movie or just to Brookwood for a coke we all miss ANNA KENNEDY's Jack and MAVIE BUSH's only and Jack should not go unnoticed. We couldn't get the exact date but we're sure Margie could tell you.

Blankenship, one of the local hero's now has another admirer and she is the cute blonde we call CLAIR WALKER.

Tom Sawyer came to our campus this week-end and he was not the fictional character but was the real "BF’ for BETTY NEWBERRY, ANN KNEPTON, Ruby Lacey and Mary Henderson.

Alarjorie could tell you.

Her round of activities included "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi", "Anna Karenin" and "The Donkey Serenade' touched the hearts of all the girls at GS WC.

Dean HULL's Forest, and JACKIE NORTON'S James.

"The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi’ wasn't heard by all the GS WC girls this week-end as it was several weeks ago that MARY NELL FOREHAND, MARY JO RODGERS and ROSEANN KING certainly reported a good time with their Sigma Chi's from the U. of Florida.

"The Tender Song’ from "Curmudge", "Jert Jericho", "Song of the Flea", and "The Donkey Serenade’ touched the hearts of all of the girls at GS WC, JEAN HELLION, ANN FORSTON, HARRIETTY STORY, VERA WILSON, REBECCA JENNINGS, MARINA MORGAN and GLORIA LOVE loved dates with individual members of the Georgia Glee Club.

The line formed to the right the other day in Townsend Hall to see IRENE WILSON’s dozen orchids from South America. She had so many that she gave them away, which in her hair, so let their fans worry too.

The telephone strike is bad on everybody but particularly the town boys and girls, the empy boys and GS WC girls.

PHILLYS WATTLE says it is a "nrv" because she and her friends had to stop those lengthy telephone conversations.

Most of the time we are first to announce the engagement of girls on campus. We have the distinctive honor of being the last to announce the engagement of LOIS JOHNSON and Clark Paford who will be married in the many couples glimpsed at the Revival together last week were HAZEL WALKER and Hank Holloway: ALICE JANE DANNO'S Jack and JEAN ARROWSMITH'S Bruce, BARBARA LAWSON and CORINNE DELLENGER, while MARY ELISE WILSEY, Edith Collins, Betty Hutchins, MARY ELLEN CREPIN, and Cornelie Tuten.

Feature Staff _________________________L—Joyce Burch

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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"You can't see the forest for the trees" is an old maxim, but true. Particularly it is true in regard to our work in college. How many of us have associated the story of the trees that fall and the ill effects that are brought to our lives because the trees were cut without stopping to get an over-all view of what we are studying.

It is amazing to stop and consider at times how history affects literature, literature affects social attitudes and social attitudes affect history. Each affects every aspect of our lives. Only occasionally do we realize that there is some relationship between all these facts which we gather in our studies.

Equally as surprising as the realization of the interweaving of courses is the recognition of the relationship of facts which we learn in one course—how often we hear someone say, "I wish I had a review for a test, when reminded of a fact, say, "Oh yes, that is in chapter three. Well, I'm on chapter eight.

Some professors make it a point to encourage the development of this mental faculty. Some others use it as an aid to associate ideas and events rather than facts and chapters.
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The StRuggles of Thomas
By ELIZABETH FINK

This is a once upon a time story—
Once upon a time there was a little boy named THOMAS. He lived in a small town where the houses were made of wood. One day, THOMAS was walking and he decided to take a detour. He walked past a house, which was made of wood and had a distinctive red roof. The house belonged to a carpenter, MATHIS, who was well known in the town. MATHIS was a hardworking man and he always made sure his work was of the highest quality. However, THOMAS was a bit of a restless child, always seeking new adventures.

One day, MATHIS was working on a project for a local family. The family had a large garden and they were looking for someone to build a greenhouse. MATHIS had just finished building a beautiful greenhouse made of wood and glass. THOMAS was fascinated by it and he decided to ask MATHIS if he could help. MATHIS was pleased to have a little helper and he taught THOMAS how to build greenhouses. They worked together for weeks, and the family was very grateful for their hard work.

However, one day, MATHIS was working on a different project and he had to leave for a few days. THOMAS missed him and he decided to look for something to do. He started to worry about his family, who was left alone. He decided to visit them and see if he could help.

The family was surprised to see THOMAS and welcomed him with open arms. They gave him some food and told him to stay with them until MATHIS returned. THOMAS was happy to help and he promised to look after the family.

THOMAS spent the next few days helping the family. He built a fence around the garden, planted some flowers, and even helped with the chores. The family was very grateful and they decided to make a small garden shed for him.

THOMAS was thrilled with his new shed and he spent hours building it. He even decided to decorate it with some flowers and plants. The family was impressed and they decided to give him some plants to take home.

THOMAS returned home feeling happy and proud of his work. He thanked the family and said goodbye. He promised to return soon and help them again.

THOMAS was a little boy who loved to help others. He was always looking for new adventures and he was grateful for every opportunity he had. MATHIS and the family were very happy to have him as a helper. They looked forward to seeing him again and they decided to build a small garden shed for him as a thank you gift.

THOMAS was a little boy who loved to help others. He was always looking for new adventures and he was grateful for every opportunity he had. MATHIS and the family were very happy to have him as a helper. They looked forward to seeing him again and they decided to build a small garden shed for him as a thank you gift.

End of story.
Emarrassed? Not Me!

By Iris Anne Ship

Has anything funny happened to me on dates? Funny girl! Just let me tell you . . .

There was the Sunday night that I had a date with Paul Burch, a six-foot four-inch radd from Moody, and went to church. Well, there was never a more uncomfortable moment around him so I wasn't surprised when he suddenly exclaimed the next looking gal that comes in I'll ask her to sit next to me. Thinking he was kidding, I slid over and said, "Oh, then I'll let her sit between us." But to my surprise he didn't move and sure enough two girls came to sit between us, which was all that his buddies and my friends needed, for they thought we were batty anyway.

Then there was the Sunday night that Grantham and I doubled dated and at church we had goodies of fun at a photo-white-wait making silly pictures. Now for this occasion I had on a black rayon faille suit which was comparatively new. Now the significance of this suit is that that night the man who was the last time I wore it. Why? Well, that night when we came in at 11:30 Jim opened the door for me to get out. I thought I'd be real cute and jump, I did and at 1 I did not realize that No. 2 must be played as they lie out of the rough.

Balls should be post their names and the score of the match immediately after the match is over. Example, Ann Jones (2-14. 1 point)

3. Those who lose their first shot on a hole, the ball must be played in the sand trap.
4. Do not ground the club in the sand trap.
5. All roads bordering the fairway are out of bounds. Penalty loss of distance only. Drop the ball at the spot where the shot that went out of bounds was played. Lett ball is played the same way.
6. 4. Bats in the woods to the right of No. 2 must be played as they lie out of the rough.
7. If you play the ball with the clubhead not nearer the hole and not more than one club length from its original position.
8. Bats may be teed opposite the teeing ground on all the holes except No. 4, and it may be teed immediately in front of that tee. An artificial tee should be used only on the first shot (drive) on a hole.

Golf Tournament Rules

Rules for the Golf Tournament which is now being held, have been announced by Mrs. Harris Mathis, Physical Education instructor. They are as follows:

1. Matches shall consist of eight holes match play. The final shall consist of sixteen holes match play.
2. Winners should post their names and the score of the match immediately after the match is over. Example, Ann Jones (2-14. 1 point).
3. Those who lose their first shot on a hole, the ball must be played in the sand trap.
4. Do not ground the club in the sand trap.
5. All roads bordering the fairway are out of bounds. Penalty loss of distance only. Drop the ball at the spot where the shot that went out of bounds was played. Lett ball is played the same way.
6. Bats in the woods to the right of No. 2 must be played as they lie out of the rough.
7. If you play the ball with the clubhead not nearer the hole and not more than one club length from its original position.
8. Bats may be teed opposite the teeing ground on all the holes except No. 4, and it may be teed immediately in front of that tee. An artificial tee should be used only on the first shot (drive) on a hole.

Dosta Theatre

TODAY and SATURDAY

Valley's Fear

Johnny Mack Brown

Plus: CARTOON and SERIAL

SUNDAY ONLY

LOVE ON A FLING!

Lucille George

Ball Brent

Lover Come Back

with Vera Zorina

MONDAY and TUESDAY

TO THRILL YOU AND THRILL THEE

Three Wises Fool

Margaret O'Brien

Loyal McCarthy - Lewis Stone

Sharon Morgan - Thomas Mitchell

Plus: LATE NEWS and SPORT

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

A DELIGHTFUL DUO!

Two Guys From Milwaukee

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Caron

Joan Jett - James Paige

Plus: ENTERTAINMENT